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Voyage Descriptions – Antarctica 2015 
AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV, ONE OCEAN VOYAGER 
Our dedication to creating more time along the Antarctic peninsula has come forth by utilizing new ports of call and expanding our itineraries. Join us onboard 
as we transit the southern ocean with fresh eyes while gazing at increased numbers of penguin (eight different species) and seabird species. Tabular ice-
bergs just got more accessible on 90% of our voyages. The photographic and wildlife opportunities available here, are truly extraordinary.  Experiential travel  
onboard has never been better for small group experiences—the options are endless, and your choice of activities is completely up to you.

SOUTH GEORGIA “IN DEPTH” Labelled as the southern Galapagos, South Georgia is like no other destination on earth. On 
this unique 14-night opportunistic foray into the wilds of South Georgia an expanded itinerary committed to exploration takes hold. With four breeding species 
of penguin, 25 breeding species of birds (one of which is the South Georgia Pipit, endemic to South Georgia), nesting albatross, as well as massive elephant 
and frisky fur seals, this exploratory voyage is a true wildlife extravaganza.  

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICAAMONGST EMPERORS & KINGS  Using ports of call in King 
George Island, Antarctica and Stanley, Falkland Islands this 11 or 12-night voyage offers the exceptional beauty of Antarctica as well elusive bird species 
breeding in the Falkland Islands. We anticipate the opportunity to view and photograph at least four species of penguin (chinstrap, adelie, Gentoo and king) 
ranging from 18-37 inches in height. Our itinerary explores the wonderous backdrop and wildlife of the Antarctic Peninsula, the Northern edge of the Weddell 
Sea and the brilliant tabular ice that comes out of that region, as well as the Falkland Islands—home to both nesting albatross and king penguins.  

ANTARCTIC PENINSUL A EXPLORERFALKL ANDS  Using ports of call in Stanley, Falkland Islands and 
King George Island, Antarctica,  this 10-night itinerary features an extended period of time along the Antarctic Peninsula. With only one large sea crossing, we 
have increased the amount of time available to explore the islands, continent and remote bays of the Antarctic Peninsula. Further options to camp onshore, 
tackle extended hikes while exploring and taking pictures have increased with this extended itinerary. The additional excursion days allow for longer periods off 
the ship as well as more time to explore areas of interest. Charter flights from Punta Arenas are included in our pricing. 

FALKL ANDS & SOUTH GEORGIA  Sailing in and out of Stanley, Falkland Islands this 14-night departure focuses primarily 
on key wildlife in the Falklands and the entire eastern archipelago of South Georgia. Arriving into this area mid-season provides superabundant numbers of 
king penguins, elephant seals, fur seals and albatross. With efforts to keep chicks and pups from nipping at our boots, our aim is to maximise the onshore 
opportunities for both photography and hiking. 

MARINE MAMMALS IN ANTARCTICA Through collaborative research between Dr. Ari Friedlaender (Marine Laboratory 
of Duke University) and One Ocean Expeditions, heightened knowledge and awareness has been generated on humpback, minke and orca whales along the 
Antarctica Peninsula during these 10-night voyages. With vast krill swarms found later in the season, the waters of Antarctica are abundantly full with marine 
mammals searching to ‘top up’ their food stores for long migrations back to the tropics.  The exciting inclusion of our proprietary ‘GRUVA” (GoPro Underwater 
Viewing Apparatus) technology in every zodiac enhances our marine mammal encounters. Paired with hydrophones, this technology provides unparalleled 
underwater viewing to watch live, or after the experience back on board. 

Voyage Descriptions – Antarctica 2015
AKADEMIK IOFFE,  ONE OCEAN NAVIGATOR
Our dedication to creating more quality time in Antarctica on every departure is always a priority for us. Akademik Ioffe offers our traditional transit of the Drake 
Passage, with sailing dates coming into and out of Ushuaia, Tierra Del Fuego, Argentina—the gateway to the Beagle Channel and Argentinean Patagonia.  
With our small group excursions and passenger led options, our adventure concierges are on hand to help you can decide how your trip unfolds; each and 
every day. Join us onboard as we transit this historical sea faring ocean, rich with marine mammals and notably the most vibrant ocean in the world.  

ANTARCTICA OFF THE BEATEN TRACK An extended itinerary consisting of 12 nights along the Antarctic 
Peninsula, we bring all adventure options to life. Overnight sea kayaking, full day ski touring, expedition photography, and expedition snow-shoeing are only 
some of the brilliant options available on this specialty departure. Pairing the best adventure with the most remote region on the planet—Antarctica Off the 
Beaten Track.

FALKL AND ISL ANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA,  ANTARCTICA You may feel as we do that if you 
make the journey to the ends of the earth you may as well stay awhile. This epic all encompassing 18 or 19 night voyage into the wildlife epicenters of the 
southern ocean is nothing short of awe-inspiring magic. Encountering hundreds of thousands of penguins, countless marine mammals, nesting albatross, 
not to mention colossal icebergs this voyage is a must-do for wildlife enthusiasts and photographers alike. In addition to our expedition team onboard we also 
have our Enhanced Photography program on these voyages which offers two dedicated photographers to assist in maximising your photographic output. 
On our special Photographic Symposium departure in November, the itinerary is honed specifically to ‘follow the light’. With four professional photographers 
covering a variety of subjects specific to polar photography this voyage offers incredible exposure to great support and feedback when shooting in a new 
environment. Led by this incredible and proven team the photographic prowess is sure to inspire and support all of your photographic goals. 

ANTARCTIC PENINSUL A ADVENTURE Join us on this incredible 10-night Antarctic Peninsula adventure. 
Towering glaciers, mountainous landscapes, massive icebergs, and the option to choose your favourite activities each and every excursion. By breaking 
into small special interest groups (which you can mix and match every day) we discover Antarctica and its amazing wildlife through photography, zodiac 
excursions, zodiac cruising, camping, kayaking, hiking and walking.

ANTARCTIC CIRCLE VOYAGE Approaching the Antarctic Peninsula with far south reaching experiences is our goal on 
this 13-night voyage. Designed for those who want to go farther south amidst pancake and frazil ice, while crossing 66 degrees 33 minutes south. An epic 
achievement revered by many, achieved by few. We greet the Antarctic Circle out on deck with champagne and GPS, and then make our way by zodiac to 
the shoreline for a ‘below the circle’ landing or zodiac cruise.



Voyage Descriptions – Antarctica 2015 
AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV, ONE OCEAN VOYAGER 
Our dedication to creating more time along the Antarctic peninsula has come forth by utilizing new ports of call and expanding our itineraries. Join us onboard 
as we transit the southern ocean with fresh eyes while gazing at increased numbers of penguin (eight different species) and seabird species. Tabular ice-
bergs just got more accessible on 90% of our voyages. The photographic and wildlife opportunities available here, are truly extraordinary.  Experiential travel  
onboard has never been better for small group experiences—the options are endless, and your choice of activities is completely up to you.

SOUTH GEORGIA “IN DEPTH” Labelled as the southern Galapagos, South Georgia is like no other destination on earth. On 
this unique 13-night opportunistic foray into the wilds of South Georgia an expanded itinerary committed to exploration takes hold. With four breeding species 
of penguin, 25 breeding species of birds (one of which is the South Georgia Pipit, endemic to South Georgia), nesting albatross, as well as massive elephant 
and frisky fur seals, this exploratory voyage is a true wildlife extravaganza.  

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICAAMONGST EMPERORS & KINGS  Using ports of call in King 
George Island, Antarctica and Stanley, Falkland Islands this 11 or 12-night voyage offers the exceptional beauty of Antarctica as well elusive bird species 
breeding in the Falkland Islands. We anticipate the opportunity to view and photograph at least four species of penguin (chinstrap, adelie, Gentoo and king) 
ranging from 18-37 inches in height. Our itinerary explores the wonderous backdrop and wildlife of the Antarctic Peninsula, the Northern edge of the Weddell 
Sea and the brilliant tabular ice that comes out of that region, as well as the Falkland Islands—home to both nesting albatross and king penguins.  

ANTARCTIC PENINSUL A EXPLORERFALKL ANDS  Using ports of call in Stanley, Falkland Islands and 
King George Island, Antarctica,  this 10-night itinerary features an extended period of time along the Antarctic Peninsula. With only one large sea crossing, we 
have increased the amount of time available to explore the islands, continent and remote bays of the Antarctic Peninsula. Further options to camp onshore, 
tackle extended hikes while exploring and taking pictures have increased with this extended itinerary. The additional excursion days allow for longer periods off 
the ship as well as more time to explore areas of interest. Charter flights from Punta Arenas are included in our pricing. 

FALKL ANDS & SOUTH GEORGIA  Sailing in and out of Stanley, Falkland Islands this 14-night departure focuses primarily 
on key wildlife in the Falklands and the entire eastern archipelago of South Georgia. Arriving into this area mid-season provides superabundant numbers of 
king penguins, elephant seals, fur seals and albatross. With efforts to keep chicks and pups from nipping at our boots, our aim is to maximise the onshore 
opportunities for both photography and hiking. 

MARINE MAMMALS IN ANTARCTICA Through collaborative research between Dr. Ari Friedlaender (Marine Laboratory 
of Duke University) and One Ocean Expeditions, heightened knowledge and awareness has been generated on humpback, minke and orca whales along the 
Antarctica Peninsula during these 10-night voyages. With vast krill swarms found later in the season, the waters of Antarctica are abundantly full with marine 
mammals searching to ‘top up’ their food stores for long migrations back to the tropics.  The exciting inclusion of our proprietary ‘GRUVA” (GoPro Underwater 
Viewing Apparatus) technology in every zodiac enhances our marine mammal encounters. Paired with hydrophones, this technology provides unparalleled 
underwater viewing to watch live, or after the experience back on board. 
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AKADEMIK IOFFE,  ONE OCEAN NAVIGATOR
Our dedication to creating more quality time in Antarctica on every departure is always a priority for us. Akademik Ioffe offers our traditional transit of the Drake 
Passage, with sailing dates coming into and out of Ushuaia, Tierra Del Fuego, Argentina—the gateway to the Beagle Channel and Argentinean Patagonia.  
With our small group excursions and passenger led options, our adventure concierges are on hand to help you can decide how your trip unfolds; each and 
every day. Join us onboard as we transit this historical sea faring ocean, rich with marine mammals and notably the most vibrant ocean in the world.  

ANTARCTICA OFF THE BEATEN TRACK An extended itinerary consisting of 12 nights along the Antarctic 
Peninsula, we bring all adventure options to life. Overnight sea kayaking, full day ski touring, expedition photography, and expedition snow-shoeing are only 
some of the brilliant options available on this specialty departure. Pairing the best adventure with the most remote region on the planet—Antarctica Off the 
Beaten Track.

FALKL AND ISL ANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA,  ANTARCTICA You may feel as we do that if you 
make the journey to the ends of the earth you may as well stay awhile. This epic all encompassing 18 or 19 night voyage into the wildlife epicenters of the 
southern ocean is nothing short of awe-inspiring magic. Encountering hundreds of thousands of penguins, countless marine mammals, nesting albatross, 
not to mention colossal icebergs this voyage is a must-do for wildlife enthusiasts and photographers alike. In addition to our expedition team onboard we also 
have our Enhanced Photography program on these voyages which offers two dedicated photographers to assist in maximising your photographic output. 
On our special Photographic Symposium departure in November, the itinerary is honed specifically to ‘follow the light’. With four professional photographers 
covering a variety of subjects specific to polar photography this voyage offers incredible exposure to great support and feedback when shooting in a new 
environment. Led by this incredible and proven team the photographic prowess is sure to inspire and support all of your photographic goals. 

ANTARCTIC PENINSUL A ADVENTURE Join us on this incredible 10-night Antarctic Peninsula adventure. 
Towering glaciers, mountainous landscapes, massive icebergs, and the option to choose your favourite activities each and every excursion. By breaking 
into small special interest groups (which you can mix and match every day) we discover Antarctica and its amazing wildlife through photography, zodiac 
excursions, zodiac cruising, camping, kayaking, hiking and walking.

ANTARCTIC CIRCLE VOYAGE Approaching the Antarctic Peninsula with far south reaching experiences is our goal on 
this 13-night voyage. Designed for those who want to go farther south amidst pancake and frazil ice, while crossing 66 degrees 33 minutes south. An epic 
achievement revered by many, achieved by few. We greet the Antarctic Circle out on deck with champagne and GPS, and then make our way by zodiac to 
the shoreline for a ‘below the circle’ landing or zodiac cruise.



   FALKLAND ISLANDS,
23 OCT 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
10 NOV 15 18  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA  12695 14495  16395  17195  17995  20595

   ANTARCTICA—
10 NOV 15   OFF THE BEATEN
22 NOV 15 12  TRACK USHUAIA  7895 9995  10995  11795  12395  13895

   PHOTOGRAPHY                                  
   SYMPOSIUM–FALKLAND
   ISLANDS, SOUTH 
22 NOV 15   GEORGIA AND
10 DEC 15 18  ANTARCTICA USHUAIA  12695  14495  16395  17195  17995  20595

   ANTARCTIC
10 DEC 15   PENINSULA
20 DEC 15 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA 7495 9795  10695 11495  12195  13195

   ANTARCTIC
20 DEC 15   PENINSULA
30 DEC 15 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA 8495 10795  11295 11795  12495  13995
  
   FALKLAND ISLANDS 
30 DEC 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
18 JAN 16 19  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA 15895 18795  20695 21795  22495  25295

18 JAN 16   ANTARCTIC CIRCLE
31 JAN 16 13  VOYAGE USHUAIA  10895 13895  14595 15595  16195  17995

   FALKLAND ISLANDS,
31 JAN 16   SOUTH GEORGIA
18 FEB 16 18  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA   SOLD OUT

   ANTARCTIC
18 FEB 16   PENINSULA 
28 FEB 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA 8495 10795  11295 11795  12495  13995

   ANTARCTIC
28 FEB 16   PENINSULA
09 MAR 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA  8495 10795  11295 11795  12495  13995

   ANTARCTIC
09 MAR 16   PENINSULA
19 MAR 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA   SOLD OUT

17 OCT 15   SOUTH GEORGIA STANLEY
30 OCT 15 13  IN-DEPTH USHUAIA  9490 10490 12745 13290 15045  16890

   FALKLAND ISLANDS, 
31 OCT 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
21 NOV 15 20  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA     SOLD OUT

   FALKLAND ISLANDS,
21 NOV 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
07 DEC 15 18  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA     SOLD OUT

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
08 DEC 15   AMONGST EMPERORS PUNTA ARENAS
19 DEC 15 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10045 12045 12845 13645  14445  15645

 
19 DEC 15   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA STANLEY
29 DEC 15 10  EXPLORER–FALKLANDS KGI 9795 11795  12595 13295  14195  15295

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
29 DEC 15   AMONGST EMPERORS KGI
09 JAN 16 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10595 12995  13995 14595  15595  16995

09 JAN 16   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA  STANLEY
19 JAN 16 10  EXPLORER–FALKLANDS KGI 9795 11795  12595 13295  14195  15295

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
19 JAN 16   AMONGST EMPERORS KGI
30 JAN 16 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10595 12995  13995 14595  15595  16995

30 JAN 16   FALKLANDS & STANLEY
13 FEB 16 14  SOUTH GEORGIA STANLEY 12995 16095  17095 18095  19395  22295

13 FEB 16   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA  STANLEY
23 FEB 16 10  EXPLORER–FALKLANDS KGI 9795 11795  12595 13295  14195  15295

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
23 FEB 16   AMONGST EMPERORS  KGI
05 MAR 16 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10595 12995  13995 14595  15595  16995

08 MAR 16   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA  
18 MAR 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA   SOLD OUT

18 MAR 16   MARINE MAMMALS  
28 MAR 16 10  IN ANTARCTICA USHUAIA 7495 9795  10695 11495  12195  13195

AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV
All prices are US$ per person
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AKADEMIK IOFFE
All prices are US$ per person
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AKADEMIK IOFFE 
Designed for polar research, the Akademik Ioffe is modern, comfortable, safe and ice-strengthened. From 
small group sessions to briefings for all passengers, we have public spaces onboard the ship ideally 
suited for each and every need. A separate bar and lounge, as well as a library provide ideal places to sit 
and relax or catch up on some reading. A selection of movies and documentaries can also be watched in 
the lounge. The sumptuous meals prepared for you by our culinary team are enjoyed in our dining room, 
which can host all clients in a single seating and will keep you feeling healthy and strong for the myriad 
of activities offered throughout the voyage. Other facilities include the theatre style presentation room, 
gift-shop, fitness room, massage room, hot water spa, sauna and plunge pool.  

MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins have bunk beds with two long drawers that pull out for excellent 
storage of clothing and gear. The sofa bed is positioned fore/aft underneath the portholes. Facilities are 
shared. There is a washbasin with h/c water in the cabin, a writing desk and chair. These cabins are 
efficient and well appointed with two portholes with the option to open one.
 
TWIN SEMI PRIVATE 
Located on deck 4 these cabins have two lower berths (one bed, one sofa bed) a writing desk and 
ample storage. Facilities are semi-private (one bathroom between two cabins). These cabins have tall 
cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. 

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on decks 4 and 5 all cabins have two lower berths, private washroom facilities (sink, shower, 
toilet, medicine cabinet), tall cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window 
that can be opened. These cabins are spacious and well appointed.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
Onboard Akademik Ioffe these cabins are located on deck 6, have two lower berths, a loveseat, 
writing desk/chair, ample storage and private washroom facilities. All cabins have a window that can 
be opened. These cabins are not accessible via the elevator. These cabins are spacious and well 
appointed.

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these cabins are separated into two spacious rooms, one that is ideal for 
relaxation with a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage and a large window 
that can be opened. The private bedroom has a double berth with upgraded linen/pillows, night light, 
private facilities, a region specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker,  
fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm clock with audio line.

ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 5 this cabin is separated into two very spacious rooms. One for relaxation with a 
sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage, large windows overlooking the bow 
(forward facing) that can be opened. The private and spacious bedroom features a double bed with 
upgraded linen/ pillows, night light, private facilities (with a bathtub and shower), a region specific 
iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm clock with audio line, a chair, 
cupboards and windows overlooking the port side.
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The sister ship to the Akademik Ioffe, the Akademik Sergey Vavilov is modern, comfortable, safe 
and ice-strengthened. With a near identical layout the Akademik Sergey Vavilov offers numerous 
passenger areas ideal for small group briefings or information sessions, an expansive bar and lounge 
located on deck six offers widespread views 180 degrees, making it an ideal location for catching up 
over drinks or writing in your journal. The library and reading room are well stocked with polar, fiction 
and non- fiction and is a wonderful spot to enjoy some reading. The sumptuous meals prepared for 
you by our culinary team are enjoyed in our dining room, which can host all clients in a single seating 
and will keep you feeling healthy and strong for the myriad of activities offered throughout the voyage. 
Other facilities include the theatre style presentation room, gift-shop, fitness room, massage room, hot 
water spa, sauna and plunge pool.  
 
MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins have bunk beds with two long drawers that pull out for excellent 
storage of clothing and gear. The sofa bed is positioned fore/aft underneath the portholes. Facilities 
are shared. There is a washbasin with h/c water in the cabin, a writing desk and chair. These cabins 
are efficient and well appointed with two portholes with the option to open one.
 
TWIN SEMI PRIVATE 
Located on deck 4 these cabins have two lower berths (one bed, one sofa bed) a writing desk and
ample storage. Facilities are semi-private (one bathroom between two cabins). These cabins have tall 
cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. 

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on decks 4 and 5 all cabins have two lower berths, private washroom facilities (sink, shower, 
toilet, medicine cabinet), tall cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that 
can be opened. These cabins are spacious and well appointed.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
Onboard Akademik Sergey Vavilov these cabins are located on deck 3, have two lower berths, a 
loveseat or chair, writing desk/chair, ample storage and private washroom facilities. All cabins have a 
porthole that can be opened. These cabins are accessible via the elevator on deck 3. These cabins are 
spacious and well appointed.

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these cabins are separated into two spacious rooms, one that is ideal for
relaxation with a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage and a large window 
that can be opened. The private bedroom has a double berth with upgraded linen/pillows, night light, 
private facilities, a region specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm 
clock with audio line.

ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 5 this cabin is separated into two very spacious rooms. One for relaxation with 
a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage, large windows overlooking the 
bow (forward facing) that can be opened. The private and spacious bedroom features a double 
bed with upgraded linen/ pillows, night light, private facilities (with a bathtub and shower), a region 
specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm clock with audio line, a 
chair, cupboards and windows overlooking the port side.

Supplement: 1.5 of the twin occupancy cabins and 2 for the suites (single supplements not available for the triple share cabins). Kayaking: US$795. The icons above indicate higher probability for specific  
activities:        photography,         enhanced photography,              sea kayaking,         snowshoeing,          whale watching,        skiing,        camping,        possibility of camping.  Please see detailed trip notes for 
detailed itinerary.Supplement: 1.5 of the twin occupancy cabins and 2 for the suites (single supplements not available for the triple share cabins). Kayaking: US$795. The icons above indicate higher probability for specific  

activities:        photography,         enhanced photography,              sea kayaking,         snowshoeing,          whale watching,        camping,        possibility of camping.  Please see detailed trip notes for detailed itinerary.
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   FALKLAND ISLANDS,
23 OCT 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
10 NOV 15 18  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA  12695 14495  16395  17195  17995  20595

   ANTARCTICA—
10 NOV 15   OFF THE BEATEN
22 NOV 15 12  TRACK USHUAIA  7895 9995  10995  11795  12395  13895

   PHOTOGRAPHY                                  
   SYMPOSIUM–FALKLAND
   ISLANDS, SOUTH 
22 NOV 15   GEORGIA AND
10 DEC 15 18  ANTARCTICA USHUAIA  12695  14495  16395  17195  17995  20595

   ANTARCTIC
10 DEC 15   PENINSULA
20 DEC 15 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA 7495 9795  10695 11495  12195  13195

   ANTARCTIC
20 DEC 15   PENINSULA
30 DEC 15 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA 8495 10795  11295 11795  12495  13995
  
   FALKLAND ISLANDS 
30 DEC 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
18 JAN 16 19  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA 15895 18795  20695 21795  22495  25295

18 JAN 16   ANTARCTIC CIRCLE
31 JAN 16 13  VOYAGE USHUAIA  10895 13895  14595 15595  16195  17995

   FALKLAND ISLANDS,
31 JAN 16   SOUTH GEORGIA
18 FEB 16 18  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA   SOLD OUT

   ANTARCTIC
18 FEB 16   PENINSULA 
28 FEB 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA 8495 10795  11295 11795  12495  13995

   ANTARCTIC
28 FEB 16   PENINSULA
09 MAR 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA  8495 10795  11295 11795  12495  13995

   ANTARCTIC
09 MAR 16   PENINSULA
19 MAR 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA   SOLD OUT

17 OCT 15   SOUTH GEORGIA STANLEY
30 OCT 15 13  IN-DEPTH USHUAIA  9490 10490 12745 13290 15045  16890

   FALKLAND ISLANDS, 
31 OCT 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
21 NOV 15 20  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA     SOLD OUT

   FALKLAND ISLANDS,
21 NOV 15   SOUTH GEORGIA
07 DEC 15 18  AND ANTARCTICA USHUAIA     SOLD OUT

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
08 DEC 15   AMONGST EMPERORS PUNTA ARENAS
19 DEC 15 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10045 12045 12845 13645  14445  15645

 
19 DEC 15   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA STANLEY
29 DEC 15 10  EXPLORER–FALKLANDS KGI 9795 11795  12595 13295  14195  15295

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
29 DEC 15   AMONGST EMPERORS KGI
09 JAN 16 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10595 12995  13995 14595  15595  16995

09 JAN 16   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA  STANLEY
19 JAN 16 10  EXPLORER–FALKLANDS KGI 9795 11795  12595 13295  14195  15295

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
19 JAN 16   AMONGST EMPERORS KGI
30 JAN 16 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10595 12995  13995 14595  15595  16995

30 JAN 16   FALKLANDS & STANLEY
13 FEB 16 14  SOUTH GEORGIA STANLEY 12995 16095  17095 18095  19395  22295

13 FEB 16   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA  STANLEY
23 FEB 16 10  EXPLORER–FALKLANDS KGI 9795 11795  12595 13295  14195  15295

   ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA–
23 FEB 16   AMONGST EMPERORS  KGI
05 MAR 16 11  AND KINGS STANLEY 10595 12995  13995 14595  15595  16995

08 MAR 16   ANTARCTIC PENINSULA  
18 MAR 16 10  ADVENTURE USHUAIA   SOLD OUT

18 MAR 16   MARINE MAMMALS  
28 MAR 16 10  IN ANTARCTICA USHUAIA 7495 9795  10695 11495  12195  13195

AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV
All prices are US$ per person

AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV
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AKADEMIK IOFFE
All prices are US$ per person
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AKADEMIK IOFFE 
Designed for polar research, the Akademik Ioffe is modern, comfortable, safe and ice-strengthened. From 
small group sessions to briefings for all passengers, we have public spaces onboard the ship ideally 
suited for each and every need. A separate bar and lounge, as well as a library provide ideal places to sit 
and relax or catch up on some reading. A selection of movies and documentaries can also be watched in 
the lounge. The sumptuous meals prepared for you by our culinary team are enjoyed in our dining room, 
which can host all clients in a single seating and will keep you feeling healthy and strong for the myriad 
of activities offered throughout the voyage. Other facilities include the theatre style presentation room, 
gift-shop, fitness room, massage room, hot water spa, sauna and plunge pool.  

MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins have bunk beds with two long drawers that pull out for excellent 
storage of clothing and gear. The sofa bed is positioned fore/aft underneath the portholes. Facilities are 
shared. There is a washbasin with h/c water in the cabin, a writing desk and chair. These cabins are 
efficient and well appointed with two portholes with the option to open one.
 
TWIN SEMI PRIVATE 
Located on deck 4 these cabins have two lower berths (one bed, one sofa bed) a writing desk and 
ample storage. Facilities are semi-private (one bathroom between two cabins). These cabins have tall 
cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. 

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on decks 4 and 5 all cabins have two lower berths, private washroom facilities (sink, shower, 
toilet, medicine cabinet), tall cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window 
that can be opened. These cabins are spacious and well appointed.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
Onboard Akademik Ioffe these cabins are located on deck 6, have two lower berths, a loveseat, 
writing desk/chair, ample storage and private washroom facilities. All cabins have a window that can 
be opened. These cabins are not accessible via the elevator. These cabins are spacious and well 
appointed.

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these cabins are separated into two spacious rooms, one that is ideal for 
relaxation with a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage and a large window 
that can be opened. The private bedroom has a double berth with upgraded linen/pillows, night light, 
private facilities, a region specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker,  
fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm clock with audio line.

ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 5 this cabin is separated into two very spacious rooms. One for relaxation with a 
sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage, large windows overlooking the bow 
(forward facing) that can be opened. The private and spacious bedroom features a double bed with 
upgraded linen/ pillows, night light, private facilities (with a bathtub and shower), a region specific 
iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm clock with audio line, a chair, 
cupboards and windows overlooking the port side.
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The sister ship to the Akademik Ioffe, the Akademik Sergey Vavilov is modern, comfortable, safe 
and ice-strengthened. With a near identical layout the Akademik Sergey Vavilov offers numerous 
passenger areas ideal for small group briefings or information sessions, an expansive bar and lounge 
located on deck six offers widespread views 180 degrees, making it an ideal location for catching up 
over drinks or writing in your journal. The library and reading room are well stocked with polar, fiction 
and non- fiction and is a wonderful spot to enjoy some reading. The sumptuous meals prepared for 
you by our culinary team are enjoyed in our dining room, which can host all clients in a single seating 
and will keep you feeling healthy and strong for the myriad of activities offered throughout the voyage. 
Other facilities include the theatre style presentation room, gift-shop, fitness room, massage room, hot 
water spa, sauna and plunge pool.  
 
MAIN DECK TRIPLE
Located on deck 3 these cabins have bunk beds with two long drawers that pull out for excellent 
storage of clothing and gear. The sofa bed is positioned fore/aft underneath the portholes. Facilities 
are shared. There is a washbasin with h/c water in the cabin, a writing desk and chair. These cabins 
are efficient and well appointed with two portholes with the option to open one.
 
TWIN SEMI PRIVATE 
Located on deck 4 these cabins have two lower berths (one bed, one sofa bed) a writing desk and
ample storage. Facilities are semi-private (one bathroom between two cabins). These cabins have tall 
cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that can be opened. 

TWIN PRIVATE CABIN 
Located on decks 4 and 5 all cabins have two lower berths, private washroom facilities (sink, shower, 
toilet, medicine cabinet), tall cupboards for clothes storage, a desk, chair, bookshelf, and a window that 
can be opened. These cabins are spacious and well appointed.

SUPERIOR CABIN 
Onboard Akademik Sergey Vavilov these cabins are located on deck 3, have two lower berths, a 
loveseat or chair, writing desk/chair, ample storage and private washroom facilities. All cabins have a 
porthole that can be opened. These cabins are accessible via the elevator on deck 3. These cabins are 
spacious and well appointed.

SHACKLETON SUITE 
Located on decks 4 and 5 these cabins are separated into two spacious rooms, one that is ideal for
relaxation with a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage and a large window 
that can be opened. The private bedroom has a double berth with upgraded linen/pillows, night light, 
private facilities, a region specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm 
clock with audio line.

ONE OCEAN SUITE 
Located on deck 5 this cabin is separated into two very spacious rooms. One for relaxation with 
a sofa (convertible to bed), large table, desk, chair, ample storage, large windows overlooking the 
bow (forward facing) that can be opened. The private and spacious bedroom features a double 
bed with upgraded linen/ pillows, night light, private facilities (with a bathtub and shower), a region 
specific iPad, mini stereo, coffee maker, fully stocked mini bar, iPod alarm clock with audio line, a 
chair, cupboards and windows overlooking the port side.

Supplement: 1.5 of the twin occupancy cabins and 2 for the suites (single supplements not available for the triple share cabins). Kayaking: US$795. The icons above indicate higher probability for specific  
activities:        photography,         enhanced photography,              sea kayaking,         snowshoeing,          whale watching,        skiing,        camping,        possibility of camping.  Please see detailed trip notes for 
detailed itinerary.Supplement: 1.5 of the twin occupancy cabins and 2 for the suites (single supplements not available for the triple share cabins). Kayaking: US$795. The icons above indicate higher probability for specific  

activities:        photography,         enhanced photography,              sea kayaking,         snowshoeing,          whale watching,        camping,        possibility of camping.  Please see detailed trip notes for detailed itinerary.
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there  i s  onlyone ocean THE DETAILS
ANTARCTICA –

Voyage Descriptions – Antarctica 2015 
AKADEMIK SERGEY VAVILOV, ONE OCEAN VOYAGER 
Our dedication to creating more time along the Antarctic peninsula has come forth by utilizing new ports of call and expanding our itineraries. Join us onboard 
as we transit the southern ocean with fresh eyes while gazing at increased numbers of penguin (eight different species) and seabird species. Tabular ice-
bergs just got more accessible on 90% of our voyages. The photographic and wildlife opportunities available here, are truly extraordinary.  Experiential travel  
onboard has never been better for small group experiences—the options are endless, and your choice of activities is completely up to you.

SOUTH GEORGIA “IN DEPTH” Labelled as the southern Galapagos, South Georgia is like no other destination on earth. On 
this unique 14-night opportunistic foray into the wilds of South Georgia an expanded itinerary committed to exploration takes hold. With four breeding species 
of penguin, 25 breeding species of birds (one of which is the South Georgia Pipit, endemic to South Georgia), nesting albatross, as well as massive elephant 
and frisky fur seals, this exploratory voyage is a true wildlife extravaganza.  

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICAAMONGST EMPERORS & KINGS  Using ports of call in King 
George Island, Antarctica and Stanley, Falkland Islands this 11 or 12-night voyage offers the exceptional beauty of Antarctica as well elusive bird species 
breeding in the Falkland Islands. We anticipate the opportunity to view and photograph at least four species of penguin (chinstrap, adelie, Gentoo and king) 
ranging from 18-37 inches in height. Our itinerary explores the wonderous backdrop and wildlife of the Antarctic Peninsula, the Northern edge of the Weddell 
Sea and the brilliant tabular ice that comes out of that region, as well as the Falkland Islands—home to both nesting albatross and king penguins.  

ANTARCTIC PENINSUL A EXPLORERFALKL ANDS  Using ports of call in Stanley, Falkland Islands and 
King George Island, Antarctica,  this 10-night itinerary features an extended period of time along the Antarctic Peninsula. With only one large sea crossing, we 
have increased the amount of time available to explore the islands, continent and remote bays of the Antarctic Peninsula. Further options to camp onshore, 
tackle extended hikes while exploring and taking pictures have increased with this extended itinerary. The additional excursion days allow for longer periods off 
the ship as well as more time to explore areas of interest. Charter flights from Punta Arenas are included in our pricing. 

FALKL ANDS & SOUTH GEORGIA  Sailing in and out of Stanley, Falkland Islands this 14-night departure focuses primarily 
on key wildlife in the Falklands and the entire eastern archipelago of South Georgia. Arriving into this area mid-season provides superabundant numbers of 
king penguins, elephant seals, fur seals and albatross. With efforts to keep chicks and pups from nipping at our boots, our aim is to maximise the onshore 
opportunities for both photography and hiking. 

MARINE MAMMALS IN ANTARCTICA Through collaborative research between Dr. Ari Friedlaender (Marine Laboratory 
of Duke University) and One Ocean Expeditions, heightened knowledge and awareness has been generated on humpback, minke and orca whales along the 
Antarctica Peninsula during these 10-night voyages. With vast krill swarms found later in the season, the waters of Antarctica are abundantly full with marine 
mammals searching to ‘top up’ their food stores for long migrations back to the tropics.  The exciting inclusion of our proprietary ‘GRUVA” (GoPro Underwater 
Viewing Apparatus) technology in every zodiac enhances our marine mammal encounters. Paired with hydrophones, this technology provides unparalleled 
underwater viewing to watch live, or after the experience back on board. 

Voyage Descriptions – Antarctica 2015
AKADEMIK IOFFE,  ONE OCEAN NAVIGATOR
Our dedication to creating more quality time in Antarctica on every departure is always a priority for us. Akademik Ioffe offers our traditional transit of the Drake 
Passage, with sailing dates coming into and out of Ushuaia, Tierra Del Fuego, Argentina—the gateway to the Beagle Channel and Argentinean Patagonia.  
With our small group excursions and passenger led options, our adventure concierges are on hand to help you can decide how your trip unfolds; each and 
every day. Join us onboard as we transit this historical sea faring ocean, rich with marine mammals and notably the most vibrant ocean in the world.  

ANTARCTICA OFF THE BEATEN TRACK An extended itinerary consisting of 12 nights along the Antarctic 
Peninsula, we bring all adventure options to life. Overnight sea kayaking, full day ski touring, expedition photography, and expedition snow-shoeing are only 
some of the brilliant options available on this specialty departure. Pairing the best adventure with the most remote region on the planet—Antarctica Off the 
Beaten Track.

FALKL AND ISL ANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA,  ANTARCTICA You may feel as we do that if you 
make the journey to the ends of the earth you may as well stay awhile. This epic all encompassing 18 or 19 night voyage into the wildlife epicenters of the 
southern ocean is nothing short of awe-inspiring magic. Encountering hundreds of thousands of penguins, countless marine mammals, nesting albatross, 
not to mention colossal icebergs this voyage is a must-do for wildlife enthusiasts and photographers alike. In addition to our expedition team onboard we also 
have our Enhanced Photography program on these voyages which offers two dedicated photographers to assist in maximising your photographic output. 
On our special Photographic Symposium departure in November, the itinerary is honed specifically to ‘follow the light’. With four professional photographers 
covering a variety of subjects specific to polar photography this voyage offers incredible exposure to great support and feedback when shooting in a new 
environment. Led by this incredible and proven team the photographic prowess is sure to inspire and support all of your photographic goals. 

ANTARCTIC PENINSUL A ADVENTURE Join us on this incredible 10-night Antarctic Peninsula adventure. 
Towering glaciers, mountainous landscapes, massive icebergs, and the option to choose your favourite activities each and every excursion. By breaking 
into small special interest groups (which you can mix and match every day) we discover Antarctica and its amazing wildlife through photography, zodiac 
excursions, zodiac cruising, camping, kayaking, hiking and walking.

ANTARCTIC CIRCLE VOYAGE Approaching the Antarctic Peninsula with far south reaching experiences is our goal on 
this 13-night voyage. Designed for those who want to go farther south amidst pancake and frazil ice, while crossing 66 degrees 33 minutes south. An epic 
achievement revered by many, achieved by few. We greet the Antarctic Circle out on deck with champagne and GPS, and then make our way by zodiac to 
the shoreline for a ‘below the circle’ landing or zodiac cruise.


